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CLASS 10
Subject - ENGLISH
Chapter - ERROR DETECTION

This worksheet is for class 10 English, comprising the topic of error
detection. It will increase your command of the English language.
After completing this worksheet, students will be able to have a better
understanding of different aspects of English.
By solving these error detection worksheets, you will be able to increase
your vocabulary and control over grammatical errors. You will be able to
frame the sentences better and with fewer errors. It will assist you in writing
big essays, articles, blogs or novels.
ERROR DETECTION
1. The given sentence has been divided into four parts. The sentences may or may not have
errors. If there is an error, it will be in any part of the sentence. Fill the blank with the option that
contains the part of the sentence that is incorrect (spelling, grammatical or contextual), or write
E in case there is no error.

a. To a bank (A) / the law relating to (B) / the repo rate and (C) / reverse repo rate is of great
important. (D) / No Error (E)
_________________
b. My father said that (A) / he will reach to (B) / the museum with all of his (C) / belongings
within two hours. (D) / No Error (E)
__________________
c. The judge sentenced the blogger (A) / to five years of rigorous imprisonment (B) / just
because he write for (C) / women empowerment in a blog. (D) / No Error
__________________
d. The waiter of the (A) / restaurant asked Ram if she should (B) / bring him the special dish (C)
/ prepared by their head chef. (D) / No Error (E)
__________________
e. The corona patient is comparatively worse (A) / today and the doctor hopes (B) / that he will
get (C) / better soon. (D) / No Error (E)
_______________
f. At the age of thirty, (A) / she became Hollywood’s (B) / one of the most (C) / sought actresses.
(D) / No Error (E)
_______________
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g. Through facebook, information (A) / can be shared in a fraction of a second, (B) / often giving
rise to (C) / fake news. (D) / No Error (E)
_______________
h. Properties of the criminals (A) / were confiscated with the government (B) / this month after
the police (C) / filed a charge sheet against them. (D) / No Error (E)
_______________
i. Billions of people may be (A) / displaced and millions of cities (B) / may drown because of
apocaylpse (C) / and raising sea level.(D) / No Error (E)

________________

ANSWER
1.
a.
D - To a bank, the law relating to repo rate and reverse repo rate is of
great importance.
b.
B - My father said that he would reach the museum with all of his
belongings within two hours.
c.
C - The government sentenced the blogger to five years of rigorous
imprisonment just because he wrote for women empowerment in a blog.
d.
E - No error.
e.
A - The corona patient is worse today and the doctor hopes that he
will get better soon.
f.
D- At the age of thirty, she became Hollywood’s one of the most
sought-after actresses.
g.
E - No error.
h.
B - Properties of the criminals were confiscated by the government
this month after the police filed a charge sheet against them.
i.
C - Billions of people may be displaced and millions of cities may
drown because of melting glaciers and rising sea levels.
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